Access the insight and data you need to maximise aviation investments
IBA.iQ is an online analysis platform offering essential market intelligence for the global aviation
leasing, operating, finance and MRO community.
 O
ur extensive fleet, values and market data, combined with IBA’s expertise and
opinion gives greater confidence and assurance for investments, evaluating risk
or monitoring aircraft portfolio valuations.
 
Incorporating commercial aircraft data stretching back over
30 years, our comprehensive fleet analysis platform holds all
you need to know about commercial aircraft.
 G
ain greater transparency by charting historical economic
parameters to illustrate relationships with values, lease rates and
lease rate factors, which means that you have maximum clarity on
likely market direction.
 B
uild and update your own portfolios and make expert decisions
with access to our intuitive appraisal platform, covering current,
historical and forecast values and lease rates.

For a demonstration and a free trial register at www.iba.aero/iq/
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Modules

iQ Fleets

iQ Values

iQ Trends

Comprehensive online fleet data
accessible anywhere, anytime.

Understand the value of your current and
prospective assets with iQ values.

Research, analyse and review
market trends for aircraft types
and specifications.

Incorporating ISTAT defined values, our
valuation platform provides in-depth and
independent insight.

Compare current, future and historical
values and lease rates for commercial
aircraft and engines, against key
economic data such as oil price, interest
rates, and inflation.
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Forecast market, base and soft values

Exportable data and visual analysis






Time analysis



Forecast base lease rates
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Full export and API access available



Customisable specification



Historical appraised values




Lease end data



Aggregate portfolio valuations



Lease end year projections




All investible commercial aircraft types



User-defined inflation and forecast periods



Orders and delivery schedules





Utilisation and specification



For a demonstration and a free trial register at www.iba.aero/iq/
IBA House, 7 The Crescent, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 8DY, UK
T: +44 (0) 1372 22 44 88
marketing@iba.aero
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